
Turn Sequence

Roll 1D6 for initiative, winner chooses to go first or last.
Proceed clockwise if more than two players.
Side  A:  Rallies,  declares  charges,  moves,  shoots,
charge moves. Melee. Check moral.
Repeat for Side B,C, D, etc and the turn is over.

Movement Factors 

Rate in open/in terrain.

Veterans: 9/5
Heroes 7/4
Trooper: 6/3
Green: 5/3
Non-combatants: 4/2
Falling back or routing: X 1-1/2
Troops pay 1” per 45 turn. 
Charges are done at 1-1/2 X speed (must be in reach).
Chargers,  routers,  and  FB troops  may  turn  no more
than 45° total during their move.

Shooting

 Roll 2D6, hit on a 7+ at close, 9+ at long. 
Modify:
4 or 5 reputation shooter: +1
1 or 2 reputation shooter: -1
Vs. cover: -2
Shield: -1
Non-firearm: -1
Each wound: -1
Regulars may use volley fire – must be in base contact
and fire at the same target. Each model after the first
adds +1 to dice roll.

Ranges: (short/long)

Pistol: 5/10 Bow: 10/20
Musket: 10/20 Spear: 5/10
Rifle: 15/30 Knife/Axe: -/5
Rifles  must  reload one  turn.  Other  firearms  may  not
shoot if they move. 
Bows, etc. may shoot twice if stationary, or move and
shoot once. Arc of fire is 45° to either side.

Vision

Intervening terrain and enemy models obscures vision.
Sight in woods is limited to 4”.

Claiming coup

Claiming coup is done as part of movement, and takes
a half move, and can only be done to figures that are
out  of  action.  The  coup  taker  must  be  on  foot  and
touching the “out of action” figure. Taking coup counts
as one victory point.. Friendly figures seeing the coup
receive a +1 in morale for that turn.

Melee

Each figure rolls 2D6; adds reputation, and weapon and
tactical factors. Higher score causes a wound if it beats
enemy  score  by  the  victory  margin.  If  outnumbered,
choose one enemy to strike at; the extra attackers get
free strikes against your score (they might hit you, but
you can’t hit them).

Weapon Factors Tactical Factors

Knife/Axe: +1
Spear/club/bay: +2
Sword: +3
Formed bayonets: +4 (Only regulars 2+ figures side by side)
Charging: +1
Vs. flank: +1
Vs. rear: +2
Uphill or height advantage: +1
Vs. obstacle: -1
Each wound: -1
Vs. hard cover: -2

Victory Margins

Hero: 4
Veteran: 3
Trooper: 2
Green: 1
Women and children, animals: = or >

Injuries.

As soon as a figure receives its last wound roll 1D6. 
6 = out of action, 2 -5 = Down, 1 = flesh wound
Figures with a flesh wound fight on with reduced shooting
and melee effectiveness.

Figures down can only crawl 2” in their  movement  phase.
They must take an injury roll each turn until they receive a
flesh wound result and can fight on or an out of action result.
Down figures cannot be shot out and can only be attacked in
melee if there are none of their own side still fighting in the
melee. One down figure can be put  out  of action by each
figure each turn.

Morale 

Units rout automatically at 50% losses and the game is over.
Otherwise check at 20% and 40% losses against  leader’s
morale. Individuals test if their leader is captured, killed, or
they receive any wounds. Teams can choose to retire after 2
casualties.

To test, roll 2D6 for each figure and modify as listed below,
then cross-index on the chart to see the result. Formed units
take one test as a whole.
Each 20% losses: -1
Figure sees scalping: -3
Hero killed/captured: -3
Hero in front rank or in combat: +2
Leader within 4” or +1
Trained or elite troops in formation: +1

 Fallback  (FB):  Fall  back at  1-1/2  X speed,  and end the
move  backs  to  the  enemy.  Next  move,  no  charge,  but
otherwise act normally.
Rout  (RT):  Turn and run at  1-1/2 X speed,  keep running
each move until rallied.

Reputation 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Rally

Civilian (1) RT RT RT RT FB FB NE 9-12
Green (2) RT RT RT FB FB NE NE 8-12

Trooper (3) RT RT FB FB NE NE NE 7-12
Veteran (4) RT FB FB NE NE NE NE 5-12

Hero (5) FB FB NE NE NE NE NE 3-12
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French or British Regulars

A  Regular  Patrol  must  consist  of  at  least  three  models  that
come equipped with a musket and you have 200p to spend on
the  remaining  figures.  You  may  include  a  maximum  of  15
models  in  a  Regular  Patrol  per  game.  The number  of  each
model allowed is detailed in their profile.

Regulars  can  only  use  the  Shooting  skill,  but  may  use
volley  fire  and  formed  bayonets.  May  not  scalp-”out  of
action” opponents.

Hero: Regular Officer (1) - reputation 4
Cost = 30 pts
The Regular Officer must continue to be the leader even
if another model has a higher reputation. The hero may
dice for two randomly generated skills at the start of the
game.

Veteran: Regular Sergeant (0-2) - reputation 3
Cost = 19 pts
The  Regular  Sergeant  may  dice  for  one  randomly
generated skill at the start of the game.

Trooper: Regular Private (2+) - reputation 2
Cost = 11 pts

Green: Regular Recruit - reputation 1
Cost = 6 pts

Allowed equipment:

Musket £8
Rifle £14 (Veteran and hero only)
Infantry pistol 6pts

Les Coureures De Bois

A Coureures De Bois hunting party must consist of at least three
models that come equipped with a musket and you have 200p
to spend on the remaining figures. You may include a maximum
of 15 models in a  Coureures De Bois hunting party per game.
The number of each model allowed is detailed in their profile.

The Skill Lists used by Les Coureures De Bois are 
Movement, and Woodcraft.

Hero: Hunt leader (1) - reputation 5
Cost = £30
The Ranger Officer leader even if another model has a
higher reputation. The hero may dice for two randomly
generated skills at the start of the game.

Veteran: Veteran Hunter (0-2) - reputation 3
Cost = £19
The sergeant may dice for one randomly generated skill
at the start of the game.

Trooper: Hunter (2+) - reputation 2
Cost = £11

Green: Inexperienced Hunter - reputation 1
Cost = £6

Allowed equipment:

Musket £10
Rifle £14
Infantry pistol (Veteran and hero only) 6pts
Hand weapon £2
Bow £5

Indians

An Indian War party must consist of at least three models that
come equipped with a bow and you have 200p to spend on the
remaining figures. You may include a maximum of 15 models in
an  Indian  war  party  per  game.  The  number  of  each  model
allowed is detailed in their profile.

The Skill Lists used by Indians are combat, and woodcraft.

Hero: Indian Chief (1) - reputation 4
Cost = £30
The Indian Chief must continue to be the leader even if another
model has a higher reputation. The Indian Chief may dice for
two randomly generated skills at the start of the game.

Veteran: Veteran Brave (0-2) - reputation 3
Cost = £19
The Veteran Brave may dice for one randomly generated skill at
the start of the game.

Trooper: Brave (2+) - reputation 2
Cost = £11

Green: Young blood - reputation 1
Cost = £6

Allowed equipment:

Musket £10
Bow £5
Infantry pistol (Veteran and hero only) £10
Hand weapon £2
Indian lance £4
Shield £3
Tomahawk £1

Rangers

A Ranger  Section must  consist  of  at  least  three models  that
come equipped with a musket and you have 200p to spend on
the  remaining  figures.  You  may  include  a  maximum  of  15
models in a  Ranger  Section per  game.  The number  of  each
model allowed is detailed in their profile.

The  Skill  Lists  used  by  Rangers  are  movement,  and
shooting.

Hero: Ranger Officer (1) - reputation 4
Cost = £30
The  Ranger  Officer  must  be  leader  even  if  another
model has a higher reputation. The Ranger Officer may
dice for two randomly generated skills at the start of the
game.

Veteran: Ranger Sergeant (0-2) - reputation 3
Cost = £19
The  Ranger  Sergeant  may  dice  for  one  randomly
generated skill at the start of the game.

Trooper: Ranger Private (2+) - reputation 2
Cost = £11

Green: Ranger Recruit - reputation 1
Cost = £6

Allowed equipment:

Musket £10
Rifle £12
Infantry pistol (Veteran and hero only) £6
Hand weapon £2



1. INJURY TABLE (ROLE D66)

Dice  on  the  injury  table  for  each  model
“down” or  “out  of  action”  at  the end of  the
game

11-15 DEAD
16-21 MUTIPLE INJURIES – roll D6 times
and ignore dead, full recovery, and multiple
injury results.
22 LEG WOUND - movement reduced
by 1”
23 ARM WOUND - roll  again 1 = arm
amputated  (can  only  use  single  handed
weapon), 2-6 = out of action for next game.
24 MADNESS - roll  morale each turn.
Fail  =  remain  stationary.  Pass  =  charge
move towards nearest enemy even if not in
reach.
25 NERVOUS  CONDITION -  reduce
reputation by 1 to a minimum of one.
26 CHEST  WOUND –  weakened  by
injury -1 to movement, shooting and melee
31 BLIND IN ONE EYE - deduct 1 from
all shooting roles. If again = dead
32 OLD  BATTLE  WOUND -  will  not
fight  on  a  1 on  a D6 at  the  start  of  each
game.
33 SNAKE  OIL  SALESMAN –
suckered  in  by  a  snake  oil  salesman  1=
miss next game, 2-5 = no effect, 6 = miracle
cure – all wounds cured.
34 – 36 ROBBED -  survives  but  all
equipment is lost.
41 - 56 FULL RECOVERY – only a scratch
61 BITTER ENEMY -  fearless  against
this opponent in all  future  games - ignores
all morale 
62 CAPTURED -  captor  can  ransom
him back minus weapons for a set price or
sell off for $D6 X 5. 
63 – 65 HARDENED –  ignores  all  morale
checks
66 SURVIVES AGAINS THE ODDS -
gains double experience points.

2. EXPERIENCE

All models that participated and survived the
game gain experience.

Survived game +1
Each wound inflicted +1
Each scalp +1
Underdogs difference in team rating = (0 -50
= 0, 51-75 = 1, 76-100 = 2, 100+ = 3)

Experience  increase  is  achieved  with  each  3
points increase above starting level.

Hero and veteran table:

1= melee +1
2 = shooting +1
3= morale +1
4 = choose (melee, shooting or morale) +1
5= new skill (roll on preferred table)
6= reputation  +1 (promoted  to next  level)  or if
already at level 5 choose new skill.

Mere mortal table
1= melee +1
2 = shooting +1
3= morale +1
4-5 = choose (melee, shooting or morale) +1
6= reputation +1 (promoted to next level).

Only  a  +1increase  for  melee,  shooting  and
morale attributes is permitted.

Green cannot have any attribute increases until
they have gained a promotion.
Troopers can have one attribute increase.
Veterans can have two attribute increases, gain
a further +1 in reputation, and obtain two special
skills
Heroes can have three attribute increases, gain
a further +1 in reputation, and gain an unlimited
number of special skills.

When an attribute increase has been achieved
any  duplicate  rolls  are  ignored  –  tough  you
missed out!

Once you have obtained the maximum increase
for that level without being promoted add +1 to
the dice for each future roll until a promotion has
been achieved. Green add +1 only after the first
roll.

Combat skills

1 = Brawling - always counts as having a club in
melee
2 = Strongman - always counts as if uphill
3 = Dirty fighter - a roll of a double to hit allows
another strike
4 = Fierce - extra +1 when charging
5 =  Duelist - counts  as extra +1 if  armed with
sword or spear
6 = Tough - +1 to the victory margin required.

POST GAME SEQUENCE



Shooting skills

1 = Gun fighter - when armed with two pistols
may shoot twice
2 = Crack shot - can force opponent to re-roll
on injury table.
3 = Shoot from the hip - can move and shoot
without penalty
4 = Rapid fire - may shoot twice if stationary or
fire and reload a rifle.
5 =  Marksman - always counts as if  firing at
short range.
6 = Expert shot - may re-roll misses.

Movement skills

1 = Dodge - shooting = -2 at short range, -1 at
long range
2 =  Infiltration - can set up anywhere on the
table  out  of  sight  and  outside  12”  from  any
enemy.
3  =  Expert  scout -  ignores  all  movement
restrictions.
4  =  Lightning  fast  -  can  move  again  in  the
shooting phase instead of shooting
5 =  Nimble - may re-roll on injury table 4+ =
flesh wound otherwise previous result stands.
6  =  Stealthy -  on  a  4+  ignore  movement
restrictions.

Woodcraft skills

1 = Brave - may re-roll any failed morale test
2  =  Expert  trader  -  adds  +1  to  each  of  his
income rolls
3  =  Fearsome  reputation -  opponents  must
pass  morale  check  to  shoot  or  fight  him  in
melee.
4 =  Seasoned fighter - strikes first  in melee.
Opponent only fights back if survived.
5  =  Jump  back -  may  avoid  combat  if  roll
under reputation level. Retire FB distance.
6 =  Sprint -  may double  normal  and charge
moves.

3. INCOME

Roll 1D6 if lost the game, 2d6 if won the 
game, plus 2D6 for each hero or veteran that 
was not “down” or “out of action” at the end of 
the game. The result is the amount of income 
generated in pounds. 

4. TRADING

You can purchase new equipment or recruit 
new team members.

Following the first game up to two “specialists” can
be hired.

Specialists

Indian Scout/Renegade settler
 £28 to hire, Retainer £9
The  specialist  counts  as  veteran  brave/veteran
hunter  (roll  for  skill).  He comes equipped  with  a
musket,  and  a  tomahawk.  The  scout  and  one
other model may use the infiltration rule.

Prospector/expert trapper
£22 to hire, Retainer £7
The specialist counts as an inexperienced hunter,
and adds one 2D6 to the income roll. He comes
equipped  with  a  musket,  shovel  (club),  and  a
tomahawk.

Doctor/Indian healer
£18 to hire, Retainer £6
The specialist counts as an inexperienced hunter,
and  automatically  heals  the  wounds  incurred
during  the  game  of  one  model.  He  comes
equipped  with  a  knife,  but  may  only  defend
himself. He comes equipped with a musket.

Preacher/medicine man
£20 to hire, Retainer £8
The specialist counts as veteran hunter/brave (roll
for skill), and may target any model within 8” with a
fiery  sermon/chant  causing  them  to  take  an
immediate  morale  test  with  a  -1.  He  comes
equipped  with  a  knife,  but  may  only  defend
himself.

Indian Princess/lady of ill-repute
£16 to hire, Retainer £5
The specialist counts as an inexperienced hunter.
Any model blocked by her line of sight cannot be
targeted in shooting or melee until she attacks the
enemy. She comes equipped with a musket.

5. CALCULATE NEW RATING.

Calculate the new experience rating for each team
member.

Total the new team rating which is the total value
of your cash on hand, equipment (being used and
in storage), and the rating of each team member
(specialists  count  their  retainer  value  plus  any
increases).



Unit Indian war party 
Name Magalakutway

Status =      Green     Trooper     Veteran     Hero
Reputation =        1       2        3        4        5  

Movement = 9/5 +1 shooting  +1 melee +1 morale
Weapons total = 18 Musket (10), lance (4), tomahawk (1), shield (3)
Starting experience level = 30 Current experience level = 37
Wounds =
Skills = Fierce +1 to charge
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